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In Cl], Amitsur introduced the notion of rational identities of division 
rings. Bergman simplified and generalized Amitsur’s work in proving that 
any two infinite dimensional division algebras with infinite centers satisfy 
the same generalized rational identities (GRIs). We emphasize that the 
coefficients of these identities lie in a fixed division ring. We refer the reader 
to the account given by Desmarais and ~artindale in [3]. 
Since GRIs of infinite dimensional division rings are universal in the 
above sense, it is natural to ask whether a similar result holds for a wider 
class of rings. Thus one is led to consider non-GPI prime algebras. Certain 
difliculties are inherent in studying GRIs in this case. For instance, there 
may bc a scarcity of invertible elements. Furthermore, many division ring 
constructions are not applicable to prime rings. Bergman’s result relies 
heavily on the following fact: if D is a division ring, then D[t] has a skew 
field of quotients o(t). Consequently, we will work with power series over 
prime rings. We remark that power series figure prominently in the work of 
Amitsur and Bergman. 
In this paper we prove the following theorem: Let A be a fixed algebra 
over a field F. If R, and R, are non-GPI prime A-rings, then any non- 
degenerate GRI of RJ[x]] is a GRI of R,[[x]], i,j= 1,2. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Let A be a fixed algebra over a field F and X = {X, , X2,..., X, > a set of 
noncommuting indete~inates. Denote by R(X, A) the set of all formal 
rational expressions formed from Xu A using the binary operations + , -, 
., and the unary operation of forming inverses. The phrase “polynomial 
expression” will be used when only + , -, * are involved. 
Every fo R(X, A) may be built up from Xu A as follows: Let g, be a 
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polynomial expression. Inductively, let gi be a polynomial expression in 
g;‘,g-’ 2 ,..., g,:l, and the elements of Xu A. An arbitrary element fis then 
a polynomial expression in g; ‘, g; ’ ,..., g;’ and the elements of Xu A. We 
say f involves the n inverses g;‘,..., g;‘. We are interested in evaluating f
on certain rings containing an isomorphic copy of A. 
DEFINITION. An A-ring is a pair (R, i) where R is a ring and i: A + R is 
a monomorphism mapping the center of A into the center of R. 
Suppose R is an A-ring and f(X,, X,,..., X,) E R(X, A) is a rational 
expression involving the inverses g; l, gF’,..., g;‘. Let p = (rl, r2 ,..., r,) be 
a point in R”. Then f(p) exists in R if and only if each g,(p) exists and is 
invertible. Set dam(f) = {p E R” 1 f(p) is defined}. f is said to be non- 
degenerate (on R) if dom( f) is nonempty; otherwise f is degenerate. 
DEFINITION. Let R be an A-ring. An element f E R(X, A) is a generalized 
rational identity of R if f (p) = 0 for all p E dom( f ). We allow the possibility 
that f might be degenerate. I(R) will denote the set of all GRIs of R and 
I’(R) will denote the set of nondegenerate ones. 
We assume the reader is familiar with the notions of the extended center 
and central closure of a prime ring. If R is a prime ring with extended cen- 
ter C, then its central closure RC will be denoted by i?. Let ii,(y) denote 
the free product of i? over C with the free noncommutative algebra 
C(y,, y2,..., y,,...). R is said to satisfy a generalized polynomial identity 
over C if there is a nonzero element f (yi, yZ,..., JJ,) E w,(y) such that 
f(rl, r2,..., r,) = 0 for all ri E R. In this situation, we say R is GPI (over C). 
We state a few theorems for future reference. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let R be a prime ring with extended center C. Then R is 
GPI over C tf and only if R contains a minimal right ideal eR, e an idem- 
potent of 1, and eRe is a finite dimensional division algebra over C 
[S, Theorem 31. 
THEOREM 1.2. Zf R is a closed prime algebra over C and K is an exten- 
sion field of C, then R Qc K is a closed prime algebra over K 
[4, Theorem 3.53. 
THEOREM 1.3. Let R, and R, be algebras with 1 over a common field K 
with each (Ri: K) > 1 and at least one (Ri: K) > 2. Then the extended center 
of the coproduct R, Y K R, is equal to K [6]. 
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2. MAIN THEOREM 
First, we prove a sequence of three lemmas necessary for the main result. 
If R is a prime ring, then the power series ring R[ [x]] is also prime. It is 
easy to verify that the extended center of R is contained in the extended 
center of R[[x]]. We remark that the extended center of R[ [xl] is not 
known in general, even if R is an integral domain [2, Sect. 71. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let R be a prime ring. If R[ [xl] is GPI, then R is GPI. 
Proof: Let C and D denote the extended centers of R and S= R[[x]], 
respectively. Let f ( y, , y, ,..., ym)eSD(y) be a GPI of S. Since s=SD, we 
have f (y,, y2,..., Y, ) = Cl, g, yj, gi, . . . yi. g, where 1, E D and gip E S. By 
the key property of the extended center, there exists a nonzero ideal I of S 
such that 0 #I& E S for all A,. We claim If # 0. Suppose otherwise. 
$,(Y)=%,D<Y). is a left S-module having basis consisting of 1 and 
all monomials beginning in the yi’s. We may write f = xi h&f, where hi E 3 
and M, are such monomials. Therefore 0 = If = C,(Zhi) Mi implying Ih, = 0 
for all i. Hence hi = 0 for all i forcing f = 0, a contradiction. We may now 
choose a E Z such that g = af # 0. Let W be the subring of s,( y ) generated 
by S and y; V the subring generated by R and y. Note that g E W. 
Assume R is non-GPI. We first show x is a commuting indeterminate 
over I’. Since x E D, x centralizes V in 3, ( y ). Suppose 
j~oPi(Y~~ ~2~..., Y,) x’=O, where PAY,, ~2,-., Y,) E V. 
For any r, , r2,..., rm E R, we have the homomorphism 4: s,( y ) + 3 given 
by y;--+r;. Thus O=4(C1=o~i(~~, Y~,...,Y~) x’) = Cl=opi(rl, r2,..., r,) X’E 
R[x], showing each pi vanishes on all substitutions from R. R non- 
GPI implies pi = 0 for all i. Hence we may form I’[ [xl]. Since I’[ [xl] 
contains y and R[[x]], WzV[[x]]. Thus g=g(y,,y,,...,y,) = 
~l~~tqi!Y~; .~2,..., Y,) xi, where qi(yi, ~2 ,..., ym) E I’. 
,, 2 ,..., r,,, E R and 4 be defined as above. Restricting to W, 
4, w: W-+ S maps g(y,, y, ,..., y,) -+g(r,, rl ,..., r,). Restricting to V, 
bIy: V-R extends to @: V[[x]]+S with dlw=Dlw. It follows that 
g(r,, r2,..., r,) = IX. 0 4i(r i, r2 ,..., r,) xi. Since f is a GPI of S and g = af, 
dr,, r2,..., r,) = 0, implying each qi vanishes on all substitutions from R. 
Since R is non-GPI, qi= 0 for all i and hence g = 0, a contradiction. We 
may therefore conclude R is GPI. [ 
LEMMA 2.2. Let R be a prime ring and set W= R[[x]]. Zf 
f(t) E W[ [t]], then f (x”) E Wfor all n 2 1. Furthermore, iff (x”) = 0 for all 
na 1, thenf(t)=O. 
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Proof W is complete with respect to the (x)-adic topology. Let 
f(t) = Czk g,(X) t’ E W[ [t]] and set S, = Cyzn=k (g,(x))(x”)‘, m > k. The 
sequence {sm } is Cauchy and converges to f(x”) = CEk (g,(x))(x”)’ in W. 
Now suppose f(t) # 0 and f(x”) =0 for all n 2 1. Let gk(x) = CEjakixi 
where akj # 0. Then 0 =f(x” ‘) = akjx j+k +jk + h(x), where h(x) involves 
only powers of x that are >j+ k +jk + 1. Hence akj = 0, a contradic- 
tion. [ 
Remark. If R is a closed prime ring satisfying a GPZ over C, then 
Theorem 1.1 implies the socle of R is nonzero and algebraic over C. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let R, and R, be algebras with 1 over a common field K 
with each (Ri: K) > 1 and at least one (Ri: K) > 2. Then the coproduct 
R, Y K R, is non-GPZ over K. 
Proof: By Theorem 1.3, R = R, 1, R, is closed prime over K. Fix a K- 
basis {xi } u 1 for R, and a K-basis ( yj } u 1 for R,. The various finite 
products of xis and y/s in which the xI)s and yis alternate, together with 1, 
are called monomials and form a K-basis for R. If R is GPZ, we may choose 
0 #f~ socle(R). Write f = C;=O fk where all monomials appearing in fk 
have degree k. Without loss of generality, we may assume each fk begins in 
an xi and ends in a yj. By the preceding remark, f is algebraic over K, a 
contradiction. [ 
We are now in a position to prove the main result. 
THEOREM 2.4. Zf R, and Rz are non-GPZ prime A-rings, then 
~(R~CC~ll)~~(R~CC~ll), i,j= 1,~ 
Proof: Case 1. We first establish the theorem when RI c Rz. Set 
Wi = R,[ [xl], i= 1,2, and let Di denote the extended center of Wi. Since 
W, c W,, every (nondegenerate) GRI of W, is a GRI of W,. Suppose 
fu-, 3 x2 T..., A’,) is a nondegenerate GRI of W, which is not a GRI of W,. 
Choose q E W;l n dam(f) and set y = (yr, y2,..., y,) where the yis are non- 
commuting variables. We first show f is defined at the point (1 - t) q + ty 
where t is a commuting indeterminate over it,,, ( y ). Let H be the subring 
of tit,,, ( y ) generated by W, and y and view (1 - t) q + ty as a point in 
(HCtl Y’. 
Suppose f involves the inverses g; ‘, g; ’ ,..., g; ‘. Clearly g, [( 1 - t)q 
+ ty]EH[t]. Setting 41(t)=g,[(1-t)q+ty], we see dI(0)=g,(q) is 
invertible in W, and hence in H. So #i(t)-’ E H[[t]] which implies 
g2C(1-t)q+tylEHCCtll. Setting M)=dX-th+o4 MY = 
g,(q) is invertible in H. Continuing in this manner, one obtains that 
f[(l-t)q+ty] lies in H[[t]] and hence can be written as 
&t)=Cz,h,(y) t’where h,(y)EH. 
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For any UE WY consider the homomorphism r,: (m,,,(~))[[t]] --+ 
m1 [ [t]] which sends yi + ui and t -+ t. rU maps H[ [t]] into W, [ [t]]. 
Now t,(d(t)) = z,(f[( 1 - t) q + ry]) = f[( 1 - t) q+ ru] = xi”=,, h;(u) t’. 
By Lemma 2.2, p(t) = r,(4(r)) can be evaluated at x” for all n 2 1. So 
PW) = ~u(4b”)) = fC(l -x”) 4 + X”U] = Cp”=a hi(u)(x”)‘~ W, showing 
(1 -x’)q+x”uE W;tndom(f). Since f is a GRI of WI, f[(l -x”)q + 
x%] = 0 which implies p(x”) = 0 for all n > 1. Applying Lemma 2.2 again, 
p(t)=0 and hence h,(u)=0 for all i and all UE W;l. 
By the assumption that f is not a GRI of W,, there exists p E W;t such 
that f(p) Z 0. Define $: ff+ W2 by g(y,, y2,..., Y,) -+ g(p,, p2,..., P,). We 
cannot automatically conclude $ is well defined because pz is not 
necessarily a @,-ring. We must construct a @‘i-ring which contains m2. 
Since the extended center of Ri is contained in Di, it follows that D, and 
D, have the same characteristic (both being F-algebras). Hence there exists 
a field D such that DisD, i=l,2. Set S=(~,0,,D)Il,(~20,,D), 
the desired pi-ring. Suppose g(y,, y2,..., y,) = 0 in Hs #‘,,, (y). Then g 
vanishes on S and thus on W,, proving $ is well defined. II/ is clearly a ring 
homomorphism. As usual, extend to II/: H[ [t]] + W,[ [t]]. Let n(t) = 
Il/(f[(l--t)q+ty]) = f[(l-t)q+tp]=C~ohi(p)ti. Since n(l)= 
f(p) # 0, hi(p) # 0 for some j. Consequently hj does not vanish on S and 
thus h,(y) # 0. However h,(u) = 0 for all u E W;l showing hi is a GPI of W,. 
By Lemma 2.1, R, is GPI, a contradiction. This completes the proof of 
Case 1. 
Case 2. Let R, and R, be non-GPI prime A-rings and C a field con- 
taining their respective extended centers C, and Cz. Set Bj= & Oc, C, 
i = 1,2. By Theorem 1.2, each Bj is a closed prime algebra over C and 
hence an A-ring containing Ri. If at least one (Bi: C) > 2, then Theorem 2.3 
implies S= B, II, B, is a non-GPI prime A-ring containing R, and R,. 
Otherwise set S= (B, II, B2) 11, B,. By Case 1, 
and similarly Z’(R,[[X]])EZ(R,[[X]]). 1 
We now provide an example to show that Z(R,[ [xl]) need not equal 
Z(R,[ [xl]). We give a degenerate rational identity of R, that is not a 
rational identity of R, and via the following proposition, this example lifts 
to power series. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. Let R be an A-ring. lff E R(X, A) is nondegenerate on 
R[ [x] 1, then f is nondegenerate on R. 
ProojI Suppose f (X,, X2,..., X,) involves the inverses gc l,..., g;’ and 
let P = (pi(x), PAX),..., p,(x)) E RCCxll” n dom(f ). We claim (POW,..., 
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p,(O)) E R” n dam(f). Now Ql(x) = gi(pi(x),..., p,(x)) is invertible in 
NCxll and has constant term gdpA%.~ P,(O)). Thus 
$1(x)-1 =g,(pi(O),..., p,(O))-’ + h,(x), where h,(x) E R[ [xl] has constant 
term 0. Since g2 is a polynomial expression in g; l and Xu A, it follows 
that h(x) =g2(pI(xL P,(X)) is invertible in R[[x]] and has constant 
term g2(pl(0)~...~ do)). Thus h(x)-’ =g2h(Oh...~ Pm(O))-’ + b(x), 
where h,(x) E R[ [x]] has constant term 0. Continuing in this manner, one 
obtains f(~~(x), PAXL P,(X)) =~(P~(OL P,(O)) + h(x), 0) E RCCxll, 
proving the claim. 1 
Let F be any field and K a field containing F having an automorphism o 
of infinite period. Let R, = K[ [t, o]] be the skew power series ring and K0 
the fixed field of (r. 
PROPOSITION 2.6. R, is a non-GPI prime ring with extended center K,. 
Proof: Since K, is the center of RI, it is clearly contained in the exten- 
ded center C of R,. Recall C consists of equivalence classes (4, U) where U 
is a nonzero ideal of R, and 4: U + R, is a bimodule mapping. Let 
0 # (4, U) E C. Without loss of generality, U = (t”) for some n > 0. Suppose 
qS(t”)=~~=,a,t’ with a,#O. Since tcj(t”)=rj(t”) t, it follows that aieKo 
for all i. For any b E K, b#( t”) = #(bt”) = 4( t”b”-“) = #(t”) b”-“. Thus 
ba, = a,,, bum-” or bum-” = b for all b E K. Since o is of infinite period, m = n. 
If there exists i > m such that aj # 0, then as above, i = n = m, a contradic- 
tion. Hence cj(t”) = at” where a E K,, proving C z K,. 
If R, is GPI, then Theorem 1.1 implies R, has an idempotent e # 0 such 
that (eR,e: K,) < co. Since RI is a domain, e = 1, a contradiction. 1 
Set f(x,,X,)=(X,X,-X,X,)~‘ER(X, F). For any p(x), q(x)ER,, 
p(x) q(x) - q(x)p(x) has constant term 0. Therefore f is a degenerate 
rational identity of R, . Let R, be the skew field of fractions of R,. R, is a 
non-GPI ring and f is clearly not a rational identity of R,. Since each Ri is 
non-GPI, Lemma 2.1 implies R,[ [xl] is non-GPI. By Proposition 2.5, fis 
degenerate on RI [ [xl]. However, f is nondegenerate on R, [ [xl]. 
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